
Winchester and Late Medieval Urban
Development: From Palace to Pentice

By TOM BEAUMONT JAMES and EDWARD ROBERTS

THE PENTICE, a meduval, colonnaded walkway centralfy piaced on the south side qfthe High
Street in Winchester, Hampshire, occupies part qf the site qf the fanner Nonnan palace. Other
medieval colonnaded walkways exist, notably at Chester and TOines, but it is not entire(y clear
when these latter walkways were created, nor whether they resultedfrom piecemeal development
over time, orjrom a single, concerted campaign qf building. These questions are explored with
regard to The Pentiu in Winchester between c. f 250 and c. 1550 in this interdisciplinary study,
which includes evidence from archaeology, dendrochronology, documents and standing remains.
Kry new evidence has come reeentry from dendrochronology, allowing a re-evaluation of
documentary evidence and qfdates at present ascribed tIJ standing remains on typological grounds.
This stur!Y presentsfresh evidencefor the structure qfThe Pentice in the 14th century and examines
the case for development if tlu present form if the buildings in the late 15th and earry 16th
centuries. Finalry, it is noted that this new evidence encourages a re-examination if the argument
that structural alignments and split-level retailing were indicators ifpre-plague pressure on strut
frontage which eased qfier the Black Death.

The Pemice today consists of a row of buildings all with upper storeys that
oversail a colonnaded walkway and thus encroach on the High Street. Several of
these are gabled, typologically late-medieval structures, and in some cases where
gables have not survived there is substantial evidence that they once existed.

The present study has involved a measured survey of The Pentice, together
with two adjacent buildings (numbers 42 and 43 High Street) that also oversail
walkways. Where substantial timber-framing survives, both plans and sections
have been drawn. In parallel with this work, all the timber structures in The
Pentice have been examined for their suitability for tree-ring dating and, where
appropriate, samples have been taken for analysis.

The Pentice row is some 75.85 m in length and the upper storey oversails the
walkway by some 3.8 m. Current numbering in the High Street identifies the
properties in question from east to west as 30 to 4' High Street (Fig. I). Of these
buildings, numbers 32 and 36-40 have been completely rebuilt in modern times,
but the remaining structures (30, 3', 33, 34, 35, and 4' High Street) contain
significant, late-medieval features (Fig. 2). Number 4' marks the western perimeter
of The Pentice where the open colonnade now ends, respecting the position of the
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Location plan for Winchester (a). Location plan for The Pentite, in black (b), in the centre of the city. The site
of New Minster, demolished after [110, is marked by a cross, north ofthe cathedral and south ofThe Penlite.
Plan ofThe Pentice (c) based on [869/73 OS. Also shown are modern numberings, the outline of the Butter

Cross in front of 42 High Street, and suggested sites of the Norman palace kitchen and The Wootseld at 28 and
29 High Street. Drawn by Philip MIJT/a,
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FIG. 2

The Pentice from the east c. Igoo. Gables on numbers 31, 33, 34 and 35 arc clearly scen. Reproduced by kind
permission r!f Winchester City Museum PWCM I () I 77.

medieval Butter Cross. l Structural evidence in 41 High Street and the abutting St
Lawrence's Church suggests that the open colonnade formerly turned south for a
few metres, providing covered access to a door in the north wall of the church.
This southern return was enclosed, probably in the 18th century. Adjacent to this
western margin of The Pentice, and also respecting the Butter Cross, is 42 High
Street, which, although never considered part of The Pentice, also jetties, in this
case over a short, colonnaded walkway (Fig. 3). Both 42 High Street and its
neighbour, number 43, are substantial timber-framed structures, and have recently
been dated by dendrochronology. Number 43 is well documented and contributes
to an understanding of the development of The Pentice (Fig. 3).

Other, well-known colonnaded walkways survive in England, notably The
Rows at Chester, where the colonnades are at first-floor level. However, ground
floor colonnaded walkways are found elsewhere in Chester and also at The
Butterwalk in Totnes (Devon) and in Ludlow (Shropshire). There has been much

I Today the property numbered 41 and 41a High Street is in joint ownership, but is clearly of one build, has
shared cellars and matching abovc ground features including framing. In modern times it has been divided
bctwccn different tenants and the easterly portion is currcntly known as 41 a. The term 41 is used in this article to
refer both to 41 and 4 I a High Street.

Permission has not 
yet been given to 
publish this image in 
electronic media. 
Refer to published 
material. 
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FIG. 3

The Butter Cross area c. 1850. Note the
enclosed western return of the colonnaded
Pentice at 41 High Street, 42 with its penticed
walkway, and, to the right, the jetties of 43
High Street. TB. .lames collection.

debate as to the ongms of these walkways.2 When were they built? Do they
represent a single planned building campaign or piecemeal development? And can
their construction be linked with significant socio-economic events?

These same questions have been addressed in the case of Winchester. The
monumental plot-by-plot Survey rif Medieval Winchester (1985) includes detailed
historical evidence for The Pentice and neighbouring buildings. It is suggested that
this evidence points to the building of a pentice structure in one campaign in the
early 13th century. On this view, the present pentice represents a piecemeal
replacement of an original colonnaded structure. 3 In 1994, the development of
The Pentice was discussed as part of a wider study ofEnglish and Continental town
houses, in which it was argued that The Pentice was not constructed in one
campaign but was, from the beginning, a piecemeal development that evolved
during the late Middle Ages. 4

The present study re-examines these debates on dates, forms and origins in
the light of recent dendrochronological sampling and surveys of standing fabric. In
some cases felling dates, or date ranges, have been ascribed (at numbers 33,34, the

2 P. Beacham, Devon Building (Devon County Council, 1990), 113- I 5; P. H. Lawson and]. T. Smith, 'The Rows
of Chester: two interpretations', Chester Archaeol. Soc.]., XLV (1958),1-42; Andrew Brown et a!., The Rows ofChester:
The Chester Rows Research Project (English Heritage Archaeological Research Report, 16, London, 1999), 55-62,
provides an up-to-date review of current thinking on the origins of The Rows.

3 D.]. Keene, Survey ifMedieval Winchester (Oxford, 1985) ii, 55569.
4 R. B. Harris, 'The origins and development of English town houses operating commercially on two storeys'

(unpub!. D.Phil thesis, 1994, University of Oxford).
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rear of 35 and at 42 and 43 High Street)/; in others samples failed to date by
dendrochronology (30, 31, the front of35, and 41) but date ranges can be suggested
on rypological grounds. Typological dating can be employed in Hampshire with
more confidence after a recent and intensive programme of dendrochronology in
the county. Since 1994, over 80 building-phases in over 70 separate structures have
been dated in the county, allowing the construction of a more precise regional
chronology ofbuilding·types than has been available hitheTlo.6

TOPOGRAPHY FROM THE 10TH TOTHE 13TH CENTURY

Winchester is well known as a Roman civitas, a Saxon burh and capital of
Wessex, and as an early Norman royal centre. 7 The Survey ofMedieval Winchesttr
argues that the New Minster precinct wall of c. 963-1066 ran immediately to the
south of the later Pentice area and suggests sites of two pre·Conquest gates that
gave access from the High Strcct in to the New Minster grounds (Fig. 4). The
position of these gates is significant in the study of The Penlice and its adjacent
structures. To the east, in the Saxon period, a gate to New Minster appears to have
been on the site of 28-9 High Street, which lies immediately east of The Penlice
today.8 A westerly gate existed between 42 and 43 High Street, where a passage
still leads to The Square, formerly part of the New Minster precinct (Fig. I). This
passage abuts the western end of St Lawrence's Church, whose nonh wall, it can
be argued (see below), is on the line of the late-Saxon precinct wall of the New
Minster. It may be significant that the present north wall ofSt Lawrence's Church,
which follows the line of the precinct wall as documented in the Survey, at c. 1.25 m,
is much thicker than the south wall of the church which is no more than 0.8 m
thick. Funher to the east, a substantial 'medieval' foundation 1.22 m thick was
found on the site of 37-8 High Street during building works there in 1905 and it is
possible that this is another fragment of the precinct wall.9 The curiously obtuse
angle of the west wall of St Lawrence's Church (Fig. 4) suggests that it respected
some earlier structure, perhaps a gate_10

Mter 1066 William I took into his hands 'the western part of the New Minster
precinct and some houses on the High Street' on which area he created his new
palace. II The Saxon road, which had emerged at a gale perhaps on the sile of 28-9
High Street, was then realigned further east. This road is now Market Street, and
a new gate known as Thomasesgatc, now lost, was built there with an open area

) I. Ty<:n, ARCUS &porl 5:13 (ShclTlcJd, forthcoming); D. H. Mil~ and D. Haddon-Rcccc, 'Hampshirc
Dendrochronology Project - phase tWO', VtntaClllar Archil., ':17 (1996), 97-IO'l, at p. 99.
10. H. Miles and D. Haddon-Reecc, 'Trcc:.ring dates: list 56', VtntaCIIJ.u Archil., 'l5 (1994), 'l8-30; D. H. Milcs

and D. Haddon-Rcece, 'Trec-ring dat~: list 6.1', YtnlatllJ.u Archil., 'l6 (1995), 63-6; Miles and Haddon·Rcecc, op.
Cil. in notc 5; D. H. Miles and M. J. Wonhington, 'Hampshire Dendrochronology PrOjecl - phase Ihrcc',
Yt7lI«WI.rrArt:M1., 'l8 (1997), 175-81; D. H. Miles and M.j. Wonhington, 'Hampshirc Dendrochronology Projccl
phuc four' Vmoanr./ar Art:4il., 'l9 (tggS), I 17-'l1.

7 T. B.Jamcs, W~t.rr(London, l!t".' . .Keene, op. 01. In nole 3, 574, fig. .
t W(inchcstcr) qity) qouncil) S~IR 455- No alignmcnt was Il()(cd ror this fcalure.
" Keene, op. cil. in notc 3, 571, fig. 65~ a ric """'CSl ofSt La""TCOCC'1 Chun:h, when: the passage is found
t~y, bUI mo.."'! a.Suon street cmcrging on to High StrttllO the CUi oI"thal JIrUCIure.

Keene, op. CII. ill l>OIC 3, 573·
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The: Penlite area in the J 4th century. The suggested lines ofme New Minster precinct wall (prc:.t066j and the palace prec::inct wall (pOS\.t066) are marked in
dOli. The cellar beneath 41 was in existence in tile 14th cemury, as was both the cellar beneath 4' and the Itandmg llructure above. 'there was also the two-bay

hall ofa Wealden house at 35 High Street and the probability is that iu flanking fIoortd bays occupied the sittl ofnurnbcrs 34 and 36. Note thai The Penlite
colonnaded walkway erected c. 1450-1550 is set forward orlhc Wealden hou5e. Drllll!n b.J l",iIi!' Marltr.
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extending both east and west on the High Street side (Fig. I). It has been argued
that the structure which caused the realignment of the street was the palace kitchen,
which may have occupied the site of what is now 28-9 High Street, with other
palace buildings stretching westwards along the south side of High Street. 12

By 1100, the SUnJ9 suggests, the palace boundary ran from the royal kitchen,
along the northern extremity of the sites now probably occupied by 28-40 High
Street. This frontage was later to include The Pentice. The palace boundary then
returned southwards, to the west of40 High Street, to rejoin !.he pre-Conquest line
now apparenLly found at the north wall of St Lawrence's Church.!' If these
interpretations are correct then the area of The Pentice and plots immediately
adjacent to it lie between the pre-Conquest walJ of the New Minster precinct and
the post-Conquest boundary that was extended to enclose the late I I th-century
palace (Fig. 4). Thus c. I 100, the existence of the palace kitchen, itself an
encroachment on to High Street, encouraged the assumption in the SurofJ' that
even in the [I th and 12th centuries The Pentice area encroached on High Slreet
as il still does today, but was not at that date colonnaded. 14

Archaeological evidence for the Norman Palace is sparse and its structures
have not been precisely placed. However, the approximale site of its kitchen is
known, and the sealing of a diploma 'apud Wintoniam in palatio regio' in 1080 are
examples of evidence for the palace. Such material remains as do survive on the
suggested palace site may have originated elsewhere, and have been pan of other
structures. A small section ofwalling, on an E. -W. alignment, found incorporated
into the east wall of St Lawrence's Church in 1980 may have been part of the
palace, or of one of the mint buildings which succeeded it. 15 Some Romanesque
carving and ashlar is visible today built into the wall of 43 High Street, and is
similar to material reused in 42 High Street. In addition, at the sou!.h-west comer
of 42 High Street a column of stonework appears to predate the main strUCture
there, which dates to 1316-52 (see below). A carved 12th-century capital on the
site of 37-8 High Street, a chance find in 1905, may have come from !.he palace_ 16

A final possible survival from the palace is a blocked doorway, with Romanesque
arches dated to the 12th century, which pierces the north waU of 5t Lawrence's
Church. 17

I~ Ibid., 574, fl&". 65.
IJ Keene, op. ell. illilole 3, 573-5 and fig. 65.
14 Ibid., 574, 579.
I) F. Barlow, "'!. Biddle, O. von .Fe~ilzell and 0 ..1. K~ne, Winclusl.... ill 1M Ear!l' Middiulgu (Winchester Studies, I,

Oxford, [976), ~95; Keelle, op. ell. ll1 note 3, 566.
" wce SMR 1800, 148. This carved Romanesque material and fCu)ed ashlar is a5S0Ciated with '&h-century

Itruetures or features. Such stone....ork ;'1 the easlern wall of 43 High Street (dated to 1507-8), if re-u~ in that
building's eonstruetion, may be from lhe Nonnan palace. However, a late-15th. or 1&h-cenlury fireplaee in 4~

High Sireel has re·u~ stone....ork in the chimney. As these fireplaces and ehimneys are addilions they are, ifpost
Refonnalion, likely to incorporate stone from monastic buildings.. Dendrochronology shows a major rebuilding in
the 1660s at 4~ High Streel, when the attic was inlt:rted. The ehimney structure at 43, and the auic, may be of
similar date. If $0, the fireplaces may ha\'e oome from monastic buildings in the Ilearby Ck>st:, where demolition
for recycling of building materials foUowed the pariiamemary sun'ey of 1649t and where siles were cleared and
new properties crealed fol.lo>o;ng 1660 wilh the fClurn oflhe canons U. Croot (cd.), 77w 1I'...:.-t .&ol(Hampshin:
Re<:ords Series, VI, Winc:hester, 1984), xv). Allernal;\/cly, as !he~Mlggats (Keene, op. dt. in note 3, 595) lhe
re-uS«! 1I0new0n in lhe ehimney of43 may la\"e corne from Hyde Abbey, ...-hc:n: one piece has been mau:hcd.
" wce SMR 48+ K~ne, op. ciL in note 3,566 giVe! it 1~th-cemury dale.
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After the destruction of the palace, part of the vacant site was occupied by the
Winchester Mint. Documentary evidence suggests that structures which had
encroached on (he High Street in the 11th and early 12th century, which had
survived the destruC(ion of (he palace, or which had encroached since I 141, were
probably damaged or destroyed in the fire of I ,80-1 when the Mint and many
neighbouring properties burned down. 18

When minting ceased at Winchester, probably in 12 I 7-18, the area became
known as 'The Drapery', or 'Drapery Row' (Rengia Draperie). By 1285-6, The
Drapery was bounded on one side by The Woolseld (29 High Street) and on the
other by Helle (41 High Street).19 The area called The Drapery later became
known as The Pentice but it does not appear, as shown below, thac Helle was
considered to be part ofThe Pentice until the early 15th century.

Public regulation of The Drapery in the early 13th century suggests that it
functioned as a covered market rather than as a row of private shops where the
drapers sold their cloth. This has led to the suggestion that the row of structures
subsequently called The Pentice may have assumed its colonnaded form at this
date. 20 On that view, the present buildings in The Pentice are replacements
echoing the basic structure erected in the early 13th century.

Documentary sources provide further evidence for the plan and form of The
Pentice area in the 13th cemury. A lane along the north wall of St Lawrence's
Church was closed in 1248,21 and this would seem to indicate that there was no
structure covering the site of 41 at that date. Closure of (he path may perhaps have
cleared the way for the creation of the cellar that now lies beneath number 4 I High
Street.

The evidence for the structural and standing remains in The Pentice area in
the period before 1300 is slight and is summarised here. The north wall of St
Lawrence's Church probably follows the line of a pre-Conquest New Minster
boundary. Apart from this, only fragments of walling and possibly ex situ carved
stonework survive from the palace. This is not as surprising as it may appear for
the shortage of building stone in the Winchester area has resulted in the extensive
robbing of structures such as Old Minster, New Minster and Hyde Abbey. In
addition Giraldus Cambrensis records that following the siege of 1141 the palace
was demolished and the materials reused at Wolvesey. There is no material
evidence of any kind to suggest that there was a colonnaded projection on to the
High Street where today's Pentice is found.

Documentary evidence records changes of site-use from palace to Mint, and
then to Drapery. The only documentary clue as to the form of these structures is
the suggestion that the drapery was originally a market hall, perhaps with a
colonnade that may have established a pattern for later replacement structures.
This suggestion will be considered below.

18 Keene, op. cit. in note 3, .l77-9. The site of the Royal Mint is marked on the as map of [86g/73 at 39-40
High Street.

19 Keene,op. eil. in note 3, 5.l4-.l.
20 Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 579.
21 Keene, op. cit. in note 3, .l77.
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The Wealden hall and forebuiJdinli!' Scclion to
show the alignment and relationshIp and
relative heights of the 14th-century Wealden
and 15th-century fore building. Drawn by Philip
MaTUr.

THE 14TH CENTURY

By the mid-14th century nomenclature was changing from 'The Drapery' to
'The Pentice', with the properties being described as 'sub pmtiml, subtus k Pmtis' etc.
From this evidence, it has been inferred that these 14th·century tenements were
colonnaded walkways, structurally similar to the properties in The Pentice today.22
A recent dendrochronological survey has shown that, in at least one instance, this
cannot have been so. Number 35 High Street contains a two·bay hall ofa Wealden
house whose ridge is paralJeI to the street and whose north wall at ground floor
level is some 3.8 m back from the present street frontage of The Pennce (Fig. 5).
The building is undoubtedly ofWealden form, having an inner and outer, or flying,
waU·plate, and thus would have been built with a jettied bay on at least one side
and probably on both.23 It has been dated by dendrochronology to 1340.24 rt is
now fromed by a forebuilding whose gabled end oversails The Pentice walkway. It
is argued below that this forebuilding was not built before the 15th century.

It is important to nOle that the 'Wealden form is not consistent with the coeval
construction of an upper-storey forebuilding. Wealden halls, common throughout
the soulh-east of England in the 15th century with scattered examples as far north
as York, are characterised by a recessed hall flanked by storeyed bays. The whole is
covered by a single roof structure, necessitating the use ofa flying wall-plale across
the central bay, creating an impressive frontage which was doubtless meant to be
seen and admired. hs impressive frontage would have been quite pointless if
originally planned as an internal partition within a two-slarey building that
extended to the present Peotice frontage (Fig. 5). Thus, a Pentice in the form in
which it exists today could not have stood in front of number 35 in 1340. Indeed,
given the strong probability that a Wealden would have jellied bays on either side

n Keene, op. cil. in noIe:J, 578.
ft E. Lc..is, E. Robcru and K. Robcns, MtJia.J HaJJ11_ efliwW~Artll{Winchesler, 1988), 62-5.
:H Miks and Haddon-Rccce, op. eil. in noIe 5. 9!}. Number 35 High Sircel is IhIlS eulia Ihan any Wealden

building cum:ntly known (Da\-id Manin, pen. comm.).
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of the hall, it is most unlikely that, in 1340, there could have been two-storeyed
forebuildings at number 34, where one is found today, or at 36.

It might, however, be possible to erect single-storey stalls in front ofa Vlealden
without entirely obscuring the essential projection and recession of its fa'1ade. If
these stalls were lean-to structures, they would more closely reflect the core
meaning of the term 'pentice' than does the present Pentice. The term 'pentice' or
'pentis' was already applied to this area ofWinchester by the t4th century although
it is by no means certain that, at that time, it implied a colonnaded walkway
beneath a first floor. It is at least as likely that medieval usage implied ground-floor
lean-to walkways or covered staUs. Indeed, it has been claimed that the rare
survivals of medieval pentices exhibit juSt this single-storey, lean-to form.2~

The only 14th-century building in Winchester that has a colonnaded form is
42 High Street which, somewhat ironically, has always been considered to be
outside The Pemice. It is a great three-storeyed tenement, that has also recently
been sampled by dendrochronology and ascribed a fclling date-range of 1316-52.
This is considerably earlier than had previously been suggested. A change in the
description in deeds suggestive ornew building at 42 High Street between c. 1347
and c. 1380 is noted in the Su.rvey. Taken together with the evidence of
dendrochronology (1316-52), this documentary evidence may narrow the building
date band to 1347-5'2.26 In 1380, the building was called 'Ie Tavtnle de ParadyJ
together with shops and chambers built over it'. This suggests that the tavern was
in the cellar or undercroft beneath. The cellar has two parts, both apparently
medieval.27

The first floor of 42 High Street oversails a covered walkway that is
approximately 2.2 m wide and is supported on what appear to be modern posts.
None the less, on structural grounds, it would seem as ifsimilar posts to support the
upper storeys would have been required from the start, and a reference to posts in
14'7 suggests that a walkway already existed in something like its present form. 28

Thus the discovery of one example of a 14th-century building with a colonnaded
walkway in Winchester might seem to add weight to the thesis that The Pemice
may have partly assumed its present colonnaded form by that time. However, 42

n Keene, op. cit. in nOle 3, 578; M. Barley, Housd and History (London, (986),82; S. Dixon-Smith, 'The image
and reality of alms-giving in lhe greal halls of Henry III',]. Brit. Archtwl. Assoc., eLIl (1999), 79-96 at p. 86 and
n. 99, where a 131h-cenlury penliee at Winchester castle is proposed as a lean·to structure on lhe basis of lhe
definilion oflhe term 'pentice' inJ. Fleming, H. Honour and N. PeV!lner, Pmguin Didionary r!fArdJiuctrm (4th ed.,
London, (991), ~29. At King's Lynn, 14th-century structures of two sloreys with an attic had ground floor shops
'wilh a pent ice III front protecting an open front': J. Grenville, MttiifflJl HoltSi"l (London, '997), 179, quoting
R. Ta)'lor and H. Richmond, '28-32 King Street, King's Lynn', Nqrfilk A,,"/NOl., 40 (tg88), 260-85, at p. 1163.
,. Tyers, op. cit. in note 5.
Z> Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 567-8.
1M Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 568: 'In 14 I7John Week held dte lenemenl wilh a stall and three posts called HtmU

from John Balaham, junior' (Tarrage 14 I7 (1&1»). A substantial E.-W. beam, of similar proportions 10 those
successfully daled in the upper storey to 1316-52, su....;ving in ttJc, cellar was sampled for dendrochronology, but
did not yield :I date (T~rs, op. cit. in nole 5). A recent sun-ey ofthe cclIan under 12 High Slrttt c:sIablishcd that
lhey Iii: directly beneath lhe current 1316-52 SIroC1ure, and appear lherefore to be slroelures coeval with one
another and with the fim phase ofthe eonstru<:tion ofthat building. The fronl cellar of42 High Strttt, presumably
'Paradys', is likely 10 han bcc:n cnated al the same: lime to underlil: the 14th"Ccnlury structure now on the lite.
Unfortunately this complex area is not "''ell scn-ed by Ordnance Sun-ey maps, which are inaccurate in lheir
published drawings ofSI Lawrence's Church and of42 High Slrttt.
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High Street was neither in that century, nor later, referred to as 'sub penticio', nor is
it even aligned with The Pemice row (Fig. 4).

The area known to have been called The Pentice in the '4th century, 30-40
High Street, does not appear to have had any cellars. Medieval cellars believed to
be 14th-century are, however, found at 4' and at 4'2 High Street. At 4', the
southerly and larger of the cellars, away from the High Street frontage and parallel
to the north wall of St Lawrence's Church, is barrel-vaulted. To the north there is
a series offive small cellars with a common entrance passage to the south ofthem.29

Both cellars were accessed from pavement level probably beneath a west-facing
pentice overhang at what is now the western end ofThe Pentice, at 4' High Street;
and beneath the jettied projection of4'2 High Street (Fig. 4).

In summary the 14th-century standing remains above ground in The Pentice
area are restricted to the Wealden structure of [340 at 35 High Street, set back
under the forebuilding oversailing The Pentice today, and number 4'2, with its
post-supported jetty. Number 35 apparently lies north of the site of the New
Minster precinct wall (see above) which its southern wall may shadow. Both 42 and
35 High Street, the sole surviving timber-framed structures of the 14th century in
The Pentice area, are on a larger scale than surviving '5th- or 16th-century
buildings in The Pentice. Number 42 has a cellar with three storeys above and the
hall of the Wealden at number 35 is some 7.8 m wide and 9.5 m high.3o

At the other end of The Pentice, to the east in the 14th century, a 'great
tenement', probably a stone house of the 12th or 13th century (apparemly on the
site of the former Saxon street, blocked by the erection of the palace kitchen after
1066) affected the appearance of the area. This property, known in 1338 as The
Woolse1d, was entered by a gate from High Street in the 14th century. The
Woolse1d plot, as the palace kitchen before it may have done, would appear to have
projected in to High Street in the 14th century, and the line of that projection is
ghosted by the buildings on that site (28-9 High Street) today. The Woolseld was
ruinous in 1359 and was replaced c. 1370. The Survey proposes that at this
rebuilding the High Street projection of these structures east ofThe Pentice turned
southwards to give access to a pcntice. 31 It may have done, and thus The Pentice

211 Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 564, 568; Harris, op. cit. in note 4.
so Cr., for example, with the trusses at Bishop Wykeham's hall at East Meon ofc. 1390, which measure 9.75 m (3~

ft.): E. ROberlS, 'William ofWykeham's house at East Meon, Hanu', Archawl.J., 150 (1993),456-81.
" Documentary evidence from the 14th century relates to the site of 29 High Street, adjacent to The Pentice to

Ihe east, and makes reference to a 'great house' on the site in the 13th century. This may have been a comer
property, which made it conspicuous, given the proposed topography of Thomasesgate, and may nave
incorporated remains of the palace kitchen within its structure. In 1338 this is referred to as The Woolsdd. A
dispute over eavesdrip in 1300 between the oWTlers of the Woolseld and the adjacent property, the most easterly of
the Pentice, su~sts that the buildings were dose together (Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 555). Perhaps, given Ihe
nature of the dISpute their gables at least in part, ran at right angles to the street. Access from High Street to The
Woolsdd was gained in 1338 by a gate (Keene, op. cit. in note 3, 555) (fig. 4). By 1359 the Woolseld was ruinous
and the site had become a vacant plot c. 1370, after which a property was rebuiJtthere. The SurtJry suggests that the
modern alignment of the High Street frontage, which now turns away south at that point (i.e. back from the line of
the royal kitchen northern perimeter), allowing access to the covered walk ofthe Pentice, may date from this period
of reconstruclion (ibid.). iaken tOlether with the evidence of the kilchen 10 Ihe east, and the $ugge$lion in the
SurtJry Ihat ~6-9 High Streel were a I part of the site which contained The Woolseld, it seems more likely that in the
'1th century ~5-9 High Street projected into the street; 30-9 may have followed the line of the front of the
\\ealden at 35.
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would have projected beyond the frontages of properties both lO the east and the
west. at pavement levd, as it does today_

The sum of the evidence, including the line of the Wealden and the lack of
access to any cellars from beneath a projection into the High Street at ,p High
Street, suggests that any 14th-century pentice was partly or whoUy a lean-to, in the
traditional usage of the term 'pentice'. [f there was a colonnaded pentice, later
replaced, it cannot have existed at 35, nor - in all probability - at 34 or 36. East
of The Pentice, as it is today, was a cluster of structures round the Butter Cross,
where 14th-century cellars from both 41 and 42 High Street emerged. A penticed
jetty survives today at 42 High Street, which would have provided shelter from the
weather for an entrance to the cellar below. Cellars under 41 would have been
entered from the west down steps now contained within the bounds of a 15th-/
J6th-century pentice between the High Street and the north door ofSt Lawrence's
Church (see below). If these earlier cellar entrances provided direct access from the
street and were protectcd from weather, then a 14th-ccntury penlice ofsome form,
perhaps mirrored in thc surviving later structure, would have existed over them.
The existence of such a J4th·century penlice seems plausible in view of the
existence of the northern door of St Lawrence's Church, which would also have
been protected by such a structure.

THE 15TH CENTURY (Fig. 6)

Documentary evidence, in the form of the Tarrage assessment of 14'7,
includes 4' High Street in The Pentice for the first time. Thus if there was a 14th
century pentice along the west side of 41 High Street, then this documentary
evidence suggests that by 1417 a pentice structure now shadowed in the three bays
which comprise the north front on to High Street of number 41, was also penticed
as the use of the term suggeslS.S2 Thus by 1417 all the structures which form the
modern Pentice are termed a pentice. As shown above 41 High Street differs from
the rest ofThe Pentice in that it has cellars.

Two buildings in The Pentice have been ascribed precise 15th-century felling
dates by dendrochronology. These are 33 and 34 High Street, whose timbers were
felled in 1459-63.33 These structures were previously believed to be later 16th
cenlury when 33-5 High Street was leased as a single tcnement. 34 They are
adjacent ranges built at right angles to the High Street so that their gabled fronts
oversail the colonnaded walkway beneath. While the right-angled alignmcnt
suggests pressure on street frontage and thus, perhaps, prosperity, these are only
two-sLOreyed buildings wilh no cellars beneath. They are thus relatively modest
structures when compared with the great 14th-century tenement at 42 High Street
and the large Wealden hall at number 35.

Typologically, 33 and 34 High Street can be related to other buildings in
Hampshire dated by dendrochronology to the mid-15th century. They have

n Keent:. op. 01. in noIt: 3, 578.
" ro.liks and Haddon-Rr:ece. op. cil. in I10IC 5. 99.
M Keent:, op. cil. in nOlt: 3, 561.
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dasped-purlin roofs with large, curved wind-braces and their jeuy joists are plain
chamfered with a width significantly greater than their height (approximately 165
mm by 125 mrn). The street front has curved tension, or foot-, braces which, in
Hampshire, tend to be pre-1500 features.

West of this group is 35 High Street where there was already the Wealden
built in 1340. Today a forebuilding attached to that Wealden takes the fonn of a
gable that bears some resemblance to those of numbers 33-4. It has a clasped
purlin roof of a kind not found in Hampshire before 1400 and the same
configuration of curved tension braces that suggest a mid-15th-century date. The
Wealden behind, to which it is attached, and discrete side walls indicate that the
forebuilding at 35 High Street is structurally separate from its neighbour 34, and
its survival suggests that it was structurally separate from the medieval building,
now replaced at 36 High Street. Thus, although it would seem, on typological
grounds, to date to approximately the same period as 33 and 34, it may well not
belong to the same building campaign. 35

East of 33 and 34 High Street, is number 32, rebuilt in c. 1871. The architect
who was reluctantly obliged to oversee the demolition of the earlier building on the
site wrote that 'The old house pulled down corresponded with the gabled houses
on either side of it'. 36 Numbers 31 and 30 have elements suggestive of 15th-century
construction dates for the jettied buildings found there today. The street front of 3 I

High Street closely resembles numbers 33 and 34 (dated by dendrochronology to
1459-63). It has both a similar gable and closely similar, but not identical,
bargeboards in the fonn of continuous trefoil heads in the Perpendicular Style.
Number 31 retains, at first-Aoor level, a front chamber that oversails the street. It
has c1asped-purlin trusses and large, curved wind-braces strongly suggestive of a
mid-15th-century date.

At 30 High Street, original jetty joists survive in an otherw'ise rebuilt structure.
These joists, like those in the dated buildings at 33 and 34, are plain chamfered
with run-out chamfer stops, and are ofa width that is typical of the 15th century
(approximately 160 mm), although too much weight cannOt be placed on this sole
piece of evidence. Finally, number 30 extends to 1\'10, structurally integral bays,
suggesting a double gable on to the High Street.

n Although the forebuilding was recon,tructed in c. 1967, the gable end on the High Street at 35 is plainly visible
in photograph, prior to that recon51ruction. Further evidence dthe process of reconstruction is helpfully provided
on a plaque erected in the building at the time of reconstruction. This SUlteS 'The elevation to High Street was
dismantled and restored to the pallem ofits original design inco!pOratin$ the original four large knccs, the columns
and lheir beam'. Tn.: stnlcture today consists ofa clasped-purlin roofWlth tension brace' (the ?knee-pie~) in the
High Street clevation. From '458--9,Johl1 Coteler, tailor held two tenements in The Pentice, of which one was
probably 34 High Street (Kccne, op. cit. in note 3, 558). The other might ha\'C been 33 High Street, the mirror
Image 'tructure of 34- Lease evKk:nce shows that at 33-5 High Street certain elements wen:: combined in 1459
when 34 High Street was combined with 33 and 35 High Street. Thereafter, it appears that contrary to what might
be predicted from the standing remains, 34 went with 35 (i.e. the twO westerly tenements), and 3~ ,,",'U let
~rately: this perhaps indicateS a connection which arose: becau5C the site 0(34 was wherr: the eastern wlllgofthe
\\eakkn fonnc:rly stood. Thus by 148t-2, when William Schcrde, a SlM;(CUOr to Cotekr, hdd two adjacent
tcnements under the Pentiee, they "'1:rr: probably 34 and 35 High StreeL By the mid-16th oenmry a situation "'"as
establi$hed whereby Roben Hodson could lease 34 and 35 on long Ieues, for exampk, a lease of 50 yean being
~ted in 1}.46 (Kccne, op. cit. in notc 3, 559), an ownership pattern which lasted into the 2«h century.

W. Stopher, 'A History ofWinchester's Streets' (unpubl. MS at Winehesu~rCity Museum).
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FIG. 7

Mouldillgs 011 the prillcipal beams at 41 High Slrecl. A date or 1r5 )'ears 011 eilher side or '540 is suggested 011
typological grounds ror such shallow ca~uo alld cyma mouldings (David Martin, peTS. comm.). DrawtI 9 Philip

Markr.

With the exception of 32, which has been rebuilt, 30-4 High Street all date
stylistically to the 15th century. Most, ifnot all, of them were two·storey buildings
gabled on to the street, the gable ends oversailing the walkway beneath. As such,
they clearly form a distinct group. It is possible that they were all constructed
within a limited period, and what evidence survives suggests that may well have
been the mid-15th century.

East of 35, numbers 36-40 High Street have been rebuilt in modem times
which leaves 41 High Street, at the western margin ofThe Pentice to be discussed.
Today this building includes the westerly elements of the Pentice colonnaded
walkway. Over substantial cellars the above-ground structures consist of three bays
facing north, on the High Street, and two bays facing west towards the Butter
Cross. The whole block at4' High Street is structurally integrated, that is to say it
is typologically coherent and, more importantly, is nOt separately framed, It has
been rebuill at first-floor level and above but the joists and bressummers provide
important evidence for typological dating. The joists are narrower in width than in
height (approximately 125 mm x 150). The bressummers and dragon beam have
late·gothic moulding (Fig, 7). Typologically these features would suggest a date of
25 years on either side of the year 1540.37

In summary, by 1417 The Pentice included number 41. This is a structure
with cellars, an element not found elsewhere in the row; whereas the cellars appear
to date to the 14th century, the ground floor timbers suggest a date of 25 years
either side of 1540. By c. 1550 The Pentice had largely, if not completely, assumed

S1 David Martin, peTS. comm.
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its present colonnaded form. Where evidence survives, it is clear thattwo·slOreyed,
gabled structures oversaiJed the walkway beneath.

Two gable·ended strUCtures are dated to 1459-63, and others are typologically
of I 5th- or early 16th--century date. In the case of the forebuiJding at number 35,
there is a clear case of the creation of a colonnade during this period. Elsewhere, it
remains uncertain whether the colonnaded form was a creation of the period or a
replacement ofearlier colonnaded structures which cannot, however, have been a
complete colonnade before the addition of the forebuilding at 35 High Street in
the mid·15th century. It is clear, however, that groups of buildings were erected
in piecemcal fashion, although possibly within a limitcd period.

CONCLUSIONS

The form of The Pemicc area before 1300 is unknown. From the sites of
30-40 High Street, the earliest known extent of The Pentice, an area which
encompassed part of the site of the royal palace, subsequently the Mint and The
Drapery, we have one chance find, a 12th-century calVed capital. Nearby are
found the north wall of St Lawrence's Church with its pre·1200 doorway, and in
adjacent buildings at 42 and 43 High Street, fragments of calVed masonry of
Romanesque type with ashlar, which are, however, most likely to come from
demolished monastic buildings.38 The argument that The Pentice had assumed its
present colonnaded fonn by the early 13th century is based panly on the use of the
term 'pentice' in the early 14th century, projected back into the late 13th century
when the area was known as The Drapery.39 It is also, in part, based on the thesis
that the Drapery may have taken the fonn of a market hall. The weaknesses of
both arguments have been noted above.

The 14th-century Wealden at 35 High Street demonstrates that a pentice in
front of that property could not at first have been more than single·storey lean-to
shops on the High Street frontage. Taking into account the essential structure of a
Wealden house, it is highly likely that the same position obtained at numbers 34
and 36. There is no structural evidence for a colonnaded walkway in The Pentice
at this date and, ifone existed within structures now all entirely lost, it was certainly
incomplete.

Although the evidence from numbers 32 and 36-40 has been destroyed, the
remaining sUlViving structures date from the 15th and 16th centuries with the
weight ofevidence suggesting a mid-15th- to early 16th-century date. There are no
grounds for believing that the arrangement of Wealden hall and 15th-century
gabled forebuilding (Fig. 5) 'represents the structural layout of most of the
properties in The Pentice in the later Middle Ages' .'*0 The typological differences,
while not great, do imply a piecemeal development during this period but complete
construction during a short period cannot be ruled out, if the developers were
different concerns using a mixture ofmore and less up·to·date styles.

,. See note 16 for <fucussion.
" Keene, 01'. 01. in note 3, 578.
"" Kcc:nc, cp. 01. in DOle 3, 561.
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Thus it is demonstrated that The Pentice assumed much of its present

appearance in the second half of the 15th or the first quarter of the ,6th century,
although we do not know whether its colonnaded form is largely a replacement or
a creation of that period. To what extent the' 5th-century encroachments at The
Pentice shadow encroachments of the' 'th and 12th centuries, if such there were,
cannot be established from standing remains above ground.

In a much wider study in '994 it was argued that cellars beneath ground-Roar
shops (or split·level town properties) are indicators of pre·plague pressure of
population and wealth. Number 42 bears out this thesis of pre-plague pressure not
only in possessing a cellar, but also in having three further floors and its gable end
to the street. But evidence from the standing remains at The Pentice proper is more
equivocal. On the one hand the post-plague structures are only two storeys high,
and, apart from 41 High Street, they all lack cellars. On the other hand surviving
post-plague structures built c. '450-'550 are built at right angles to the street.
Moreover, the only surviving pre·plague structure, the Wealden at number 35, is
built parallel to the street (Fig. 8), hardly suggestive of a pressure for street frontage
in the period immediately preceding the Black Death. 41

In spite of this equivocal evidence, population pressure is patently not a
feature ofWinchester's demography post-plague: the population fell from perhaps
I 1,625 in 1300, probably by 50% immediately after the plague of 1348~50' and
had recovered only to fewer than 8,000 in '417. According to the city government
many streets in the city were deserted in c. 1450 (see below).4? It is noteworthy that
the two surviving 14th-century great houses at 35 and at 42 High Street both
apparently immediately precede the Black Death of I 348-50. As no other such
buildings are known, plague may therefore have interrupted a grand, if piecemeal,
timber building programme in the centre of the city, as it appears to have done
only 300 m away at the west end of the cathedral. Work on the cathedral was
interrupted for a generation: on current evidence, building in the city centre was
perhaps interrupted for three generations, and, as at the cathedral was taken up in
a considerably less complex and expensive style.43

This paper has exemplified the potential of dendrochronology, at its current
stage of development, for phasing a complex of timber-framed structures.
However, despite success in dating 33,34 and 35 High Street, results at 30, 3', 35
(forebuilding), and 4', from which a total of nine cores were taken produced no
unequivocal match with known data. Thus all the suitable historic timbers at The
Pentice have now been sampled, and with present techniques and knowledge it is
doubtful that further dating evidence will be forthcoming in the near future. 44
However, it has proved possible to date a proportion of the historic structures.

This study contributes to the development of a regional chronology of
building-types and to a national chronology. For example, the Wealden house in

., Harris, op. cit. in note 4. For the seminal articulation of the argumentS about gable alignments to the street see
W. A Pantin, 'Some En~lish medieval town houses', in E. al.Jope (ed.), Studies in Building HisWry (London, (961),
4~8; W. A. Pantin, 'MedIeval English town-house plans', M(di!vaf Arc!uuof., 6-7 (196z-3), ZOZ~39, at p. Z02.
• ).Or population figures see T. B.james, 'The population size ofWinchester over 2,000 years: a sunrey', Hamll'ihir~

Fu/d Club Arcluuol. Sot:. &etumafJ((W$ullm, (New Ser. 9, Spring Ig88), 1-3;james, op. cit. in nOle 7, 122.
., T. B.james (ed.), Th~ Black Lkalh in Wmex (Salisbury, (999), esp. 32~49
.. Tyers, op. cit. in note 5.
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FIG. 8
Comparative scale of 14th- and J 5th- century structures. From left to right (felling dates/date-ranges in

brackel$): number 34 {1459-63}, 35 «(340), and 42 (1316-52). The sectional drawings indicate the greater scale
ofthe 14th-century buildings. Number 35 was built parallel to the street. The roofof number 42 was completely

rebuilt after 1660; the roofline is therefore merely indicative. Drawn 0/ Philip Marler.

the Pentice dated to 1340 is earlier than similar structures in The Weald, from
which this building type takes its name. The Pentice is clearly more recent than
The Rows in Chester, currently dated to the 13th and 14th centuries. However,
the standing structures in The Pentice are mostly older than was predicted by
typological and documentary study in the I 980s. For example, 42 High Street
dated to [316-52 by dendrochronology is significantly earlier than implied by the
dates of 'before 1500 and possibly before 1400' predicted in the Suroey. On the
other hand, at 43 High Street recent dendrochronological sampling provided a
date for the building of 1507-8. This result concurs exactly with documentary
evidence for the site which refers to 'kNewhouse' built between 1507 and 1511.45
Rebuilding of 43 High Street is further evidence of the redevelopment of The
Pentice area in the half-century following the work completed at 33 and 34 High
Street in 1459-63. The survival of these structures today also provides powerful
evidence of fossilisation on these prime sites in the centre of the city at post-155°,
as Winchester sank into comparative obscurity.

•, Brown el at, op. cit. in nOle 2, 1999,55; Keene, op. eit. in note 3, 568, 595.
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The city ofWinchester's apparenl1y depressed state was set down in c. 1450 in

the petition to the government which refers to some ten streets almost depopulaled,
to almost a thousand empty houses, and to seventeen churches without incum
bents.46 However, development of these prime sites after 1450 might reflect some
response to this cry for help or, perhaps more plausibly, a distinction between outer
zones of the city and the centre, where in The Pentice area merchants used
diminished resources post·plague to create a combination of retailing space below
and storage above more cheaply than the expensive creation ofcellars, pre·plague.
To find such a large·scale development as that in the Winchester Pentice area
occurring in the half·century or so following 1450, encourages further attempts to
date buildings in key urban developments. By applying a variety of approaches,
archaeology, dendrochronology and typology, and by examining socio-economic
forces, it is possible to tcst documentary evidence set down by contemporary
municipal authorities and in leases, and to shed light on the wider 'crisis in towns'
dcbalc.47

Thus it is seen that in Winchester, as in Chester, it was not a single factor, but
a combination of local, national and even international factors which contributed
to the development of timber-framed complexes. Factors included local topography
and history: the New Minster, Palace, and Mint - nationally significant structures
in Winchester, which gave way to the local Drapery, and to The Pentice a struC[ure
created for commercial reasons by local merchants. International influences are
more difficult to argue for convincingly, but there is a ring ofplausibility about the
comparatively chaotic imitation in Chester of classical arcading in Constantino
ple.48 Before Inigo Jones much English architecture contained half-understood
elements of international architectural styles. At Winchester the change in style
from grand timber houses and impressive stone architecture pre-135°, to less
imposing and cheaper alternatives and alterations at both cathedral and commer
cial centre, may perhaps have been connected with an international disaster, the
Black Death. The city was not to regain its pre-plague population figure until after
,84°·
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